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"Here's Your Chance To Get Your Hands On The  
Advanced Strategies for Free & Clear Cash That Have Produced 

Millions In Cash Flow And Equity For People Just Like You!" 

Yes, these are the same strategies that have brought my other students well over  
one hundred ten million dollars ($110,000,000) in cash now, cash flow, and cash later.   

And now you've got a chance to pick them up at 1/4 the normal price. 

Richard Roop here... you've taken the right step by investing in the Free & Clear Cash Machine.  Next month at this 
time you'll be looking back at how making this decision was the one thing that changed your life.  Maybe even find 
yourself collecting $6,000 to $30,000 in cash on your first deal by using the techniques you're about to uncover. 

Now I want to give you an opportunity to possibly triple your results. 

So many people have asked me to put together the advanced "free and clear" strategies that I only release at live 
events... I decided to go ahead and do it. And instead of charging you the full $3,000 it costs to attend one of my 
live boot camps, I'm willing to give them to you for the absolutely low price of $697... but only when you take me up 
on this offer now. 

You're Probably Wondering Why I'm Doing This... 

The bottom line is I've watched my students make fortunes using my techniques just to turn around after a few 
months and want more advanced strategies.  I've decided to give you the opportunity to pick those up now, to have 
them available for when you're ready.  It's not a matter of if you'll want these strategies... it's a matter of when.   

And, doesn't it make sense to pick them up now at less than ¼ the price while you can than it is to come 
back another time just to pay $3,000 or more?   

It's not about this small investment... it's about the knowledge you'll gain with these advanced strategies at your 
disposal.  It's about whether or not you're smart enough to get these now or wait and wish you had.   

Let's face it... picking up these advanced strategies is like having a spare set of arrows in your quiver... they'll be 
ready when you need them. 

So let me break down what you'll get with the Advanced Strategies for Free & Clear Cash. 

MODULE 9:  Advanced Marketing Strategies 

 How to stretch your marketing budget and create multiple streams of motivated sellers calling you. 

 How to become a transaction engineer to convert non-deals into profitable contracts.  When you 



recycle deals that otherwise would have been losers, you'll be a master at wealth creation. 

 This one strategy alone can add hundreds of thousands of dollars to your real estate business. 

 How to generate even more leads at little or no cost using cheap or free ads and flyers.  There's no 
reason to blow your budget when you have options like this for your marketing. 

 Includes my best ads, flyers, post-it notes and online marketing resources.  These have been proven 
time and time again to bring in leads. 

MODULE 10:  Advanced Buying & Deal Structuring Strategies 

 How to structure offers and take over existing loans without qualifying on NON-free and clear 
houses.  Using this tactic will ensure you a win-win on nearly every deal. 

 How to get the seller comfortable with you taking over their loan.  Sometimes you have to ease them 
into the process, this is where I show you how. 

 How to adjust your offers or handle a seller who insists on getting interest.  When a seller wants 
interest there's no reason for you to lose money, just use this easy to implement technique. 

 Includes advanced deal structuring tools, specialized paperwork and contracts plus scripts.  
Everything you need will be at your fingertips. 

MODULE 11:  Advanced Selling & Cash Flow Strategies 

 How to sell faster in slow markets to reduce holding costs.  It doesn't matter if the market's booming or 
lagging, you'll be able to profit in either. 

 How to get a buyer or tenant under contract... before you buy.  You can have positive cash flow lined 
up before you "officially" buy the house. 

 How to create multiple streams of income and cash flow on all your properties.  This is by far the 
easiest way to build continual wealth month after month. 

 Qualify, negotiate and get creative with potential buyers to ensure win-win deals.  The easiest way to 
generate trust with your buyer while creating deals that work for everyone. 

 Keep the banks out of the loop.  Sell your property to a buyer without ever stepping foot in a financial 
institution. Except to deposit your checks of course. 

 Includes special contracts, closing docs, and selling tools.  Everything you need to make these deals 
will be within arm's reach. 

 

Yes Richard, I'll take the bonus Advanced Strategies course for only 
$697! I understand that before now I would have had to pay up to $3,000 
to get these same strategies.  So let me get started right away. 



 

 

MODULE 12:  Making More Money with Less Effort 

 How to systemize, delegate and outsource everything you don't want to do.  Begin accelerating your 
cash flow and automatic wealth accumulation by working smarter. 

 Blast your productivity through the roof at a rate of 400% within 60 days.  You'll become as efficient as 
a finely tuned machine when you implement these friction-free steps. 

 How to leverage all your time and resources.  We only have a finite amount of time and by following 
these simple tactics you'll discover how to multiply your results fast. 

 How to systemize and automate your entire real estate business.  Dissolve wasted time by using these 
professional time saving techniques. 

 Includes time saving checklists and bonus training materials.  Everything is laid out for you in a paint-
by-numbers format. 

MODULE 13:  Strategies for Paying Off Houses Faster 

 Tap into the bullet proof strategies to pay-off every one of your properties methodically, logically, and 
profitably. 

 How to accelerate the systematic principal pay down on each property.  Get your investment 
properties 100% debt free faster. 

 The easiest way to replace private money loans with 0% real estate financing.  Save yourself 
thousands in interest with this simple trick. 

 Create bonus profits paying off seller carry back notes at a discount.  This will skyrocket your wealth 
creation when combined with everything else. 

 Includes advanced tools for structuring discounted payoffs.  No need to go searching anywhere for the 
tools you need to pull of these deals. 

MODULE 14:  Advanced Wealth Building Strategies 

 How to fund your deals using 0% private money.  You can't get that kind of interest rate at a bank and 
you'll learn exactly how to structure deals so that you get exactly that. 

 How to effortlessly build up substantial cash reserves.  It doesn't matter what you use them for once 
you leverage these advanced wealth building strategies you'll have the cash to do with what you please. 

 The easiest way to pay off all your debts, credit cards and personal residence... fast.  These 



strategies aren't all about building equity it's about how to skyrocket your cash flow. 

 How to get a guaranteed 35% return on all your ideal or extra cash.  You won't get that kind of return 
from a bank. 

 The sneaky, ninja, tactic that allows you to cash out buyers without paying off your long term 0% 
owner financing.  Why would you want to pay off a 0% loan?  I'll show you exactly how to transfer 0% 
loans to pay off high interest ones. 

 An incredible wealth building technique that will show you how to pay off your personal residence 
and build a small empire of 12 free and clear houses in 5 years or less! 

 

Yes Richard, I'll take the bonus Advanced Strategies course for only 
$697! I understand that before now I would have had to pay up to $3,000 
to get these same strategies.  So let me get started right away. 

 

 
 

Look, Free & Clear Cash Machine works so well... it makes hundreds of thousands in cash flow just from the 
basics.  Imagine what the advanced tactics will do for you!  Look at some of the results others have gotten... 

 

$58,500 In Less Than 8 Months 

With the help of Richard's materials we were able to purchase 8 houses in less than 8 
months and have already made conservatively over $58,500. 

-  Jeff Backer, Jr., Browns Valley, Creative Safe Results division of BW Inc. 

  



Every Deal Has Netted At Least $10,000 

We have several deals that have closed on the buy side and 2 that have closed on the sell 
side. We are seeing an increase in momentum every month. Every deal has netted us at 
least $10,000 and now the spreads are getting bigger. We have yet to use most of what 
Richard is offering us... and that is our limitation. We feel we have found in him a very 
caring and competent person, and that is of greatest importance.  

-  Michele & Naveen Khurana 

 

Right now you can jump on this opportunity for only $697.  It's a no brainer decision.  Think about it... I charge 
upwards of $1,000 an hour for my time.  I charge over $25,000 to do business makeovers for clients and you're 
getting these advanced strategies that costs most people over $3,000 to get... for pennies.  I promise you won't see 
it this low again.   

The second you click away from this page, you'll never see this offer again at such a low price. 

So, claim your personal copy of the Advanced Free And Clear Cash Machine right now... 

 Collection of all 6 extended training modules on audio CDs 

 The 125 page Advanced Strategies manual 

 Advanced marketing tools including ads, flyers, and online resources 

 Advanced deal structuring tools, paperwork and scripts 

 Special contracts, closing documents and checklists 

I want to make sure you're comfortable with your decision to get the Advanced Strategies.  And the only way for me 
to do that is take away all of the risk.  You can get your copy now, try it, put it into action, and if you think it's worth 
every penny, keep it.  If not, give us a call and we'll promptly return your money.   

 

30-Day 100% Money Back 
Guarantee! 

If you don’t like this product for ANY reason, you get an 
immediate 100% refund! 

You have absolutely no risk at all – I take all the 
risk! 



Remember You Won't See This Offer At This Price Again!   

Succeed or Fail, You now have the tools, so what happens next is on you!  

Yes Richard, I'll take the bonus Advanced Strategies course for only 
$697! I understand that before now I would have had to pay up to $3,000 
to get these same strategies.  So let me get started right away. 

 

 

 


